THE ILLUSTRATIONS

Map 1. Air photographic transcription of Avebury, Overton, Fyfield and Manton Downs at 1:10,000 = LPP Figure 2.1

Map 2. Map showing location of principal excavations discussed in FWP 63–66 = LPP Figure 3.3

Line-drawings

FWP63.1 Location map = LPP Figure 1.1
FWP63.2 Overton Down: map = LPP Figure 6.1
FWP63.3 Overton Down X/XI: excavation plan = LPP Figure 6.2
FWP63.4 Graphic conventions = LPP Key
FWP63.5 Cutting X/3: plan and section.
FWP63.6 Cutting X/2: plan and section
FWP63.7 OD XI/A, East 1: sections
FWP63.8 OD XI/A, East 1: sections = LPP Figure 6.9
FWP63.9 OD XI/A and B: plan of fence
FWP63.10 OD XI/B, cuttings M, N and W
FWP63.11 OD XI/B: possible Late Bronze Age building
FWP63.12 OD XI/B and C: sections
FWP63.13 OD XI/A, East 1: Beaker graves = LPP Figure 6.4
FWP63.14 OD XI/A: Beaker
FWP63.15 Cutting East 1: plan = LPP Figure 6.5
FWP63.16 East 1: ‘Pits’ 9 and 10
FWP63.17 East 1: Pit sections
FWP63.18 East 1, 2 and 3: sections of hearths
FWP63.19 East 2 and 3: plan = LPP Figure 6.6
FWP63.20 East 3: Gullies 6 and 8 in plan and section
FWP63.21 East 2 and 3: pit sections and plans
FWP63.22 South 1: Building 4 plan = LPP Figure 6.7
FWP63.23 South 1: Building 4 sections
FWP63.24 South 1: Building 4, pit sections
FWP63.25 South 1: Building 4 section
FWP63.26 OD XI/A: plan of the main excavated area = LPP Figure 6.8
FWP63.27 OD XI: post-hole sections
FWP63.28 ODXI/A: plan of ard-marks
FWP63.29 Analysis of ard-marks
FWP63.30 OD X/4: plan and section
FWP63.31 OD X/XI: ditch sections
FWP63.32 OD XI: interpretive phase diagram = LPP Figure 6.3
FWP63.33 Copper alloy and iron objects
FWP63.34 Worked and utilised stone
FWP63.35 Pottery
FWP63.36 Pottery = LPP Figure 6.10
FWP63.37 Miscellaneous objects

Plates
FWP63.I Overton Down: air photograph = LPP Plate XXIII
FWP63.II Overton Down experimental earthwork = LPP Plate LXIX
FWP63.III OD XI/A, East 1, Burial Ia
FWP63.IV OD XI/A, East 1, lynchet sections = LPP Plate XXIV
FWP63.V OD XI/B, cuttings M and N
FWP63.VI OD XI/A, East 1 under the lynchet
FWP63.VII OD XI/A, East 1, Pit 2
FWP63.VIII OD XI/A, East I, Pits 1–3
FWP63.IX OD XI/A, East 3, Pit 13, Gullies 4 and 5
FWP63.X OD XI/A, East 3, Pit 13
FWP63.XI OD XI/A, foundation trenches of Buildings 2 and 3 = LPP Plate XXV
FWP63.XII OD XI/A, East 1, Pit 8
FWP63.XIII OD XI/A, East 3, Pit 20
FWP63.XIV OD XI/A, South 1 = LPP Plate XXVI
FWP63.XV OD XI/A, East 4, ditch section = LPP Plate XXVII
FWP63.XVI OD X/4, ditch section
FWP63.XVII OD XI/A, East 2, ard-marks = LPP Plate XXVIII
CAPTIONS TO ILLUSTRATIONS NOT IN LPP

Plates

FWP63.III  OD XI/A, East 1, Burial Ia
FWP63.V  OD XI/B, cutting M and N from the north, showing post-holes under the lynchet
FWP63.VI  OD XI/A, East 1 under the lynchet from the south, showing the north west arc of the fence-line and the ard-scattered hearth of Building 1, with the tops of the complex Pits 1–3 just showing bottom left
FWP63.VII  OD XI/A, East 1, top of Pit 2 with skulls emerging during excavation
FWP63.VIII  OD XI/A, East I, Pits 1–3 as excavated, cut by Gully 1 (visible in plan and section)
FWP63.IX  OD XI/A, East 3, Pit 13, Gullies 4 and 5
FWP63.X  OD XI/A, East 3, Pit 13 showing black deposit on bottom
FWP63.XIII  OD XI/A, East 3, Pit 20, arrangement of stones and ox skull on its top
FWP63.XVI  OD X/4, west face, ditch section

Line-drawings

FWP63.5  Cutting X/3: plan and section of front of prehistoric lynchet covering earlier pits and probably contemporary ard-marks. For location, see Figure FWP63.3
FWP63.6  Cutting X/2: plan and section of front of late prehistoric lynchet and outer lip of settlement enclosure ditch. For location, see Figure FWP63.3; for layer symbols, Figure FWP63.4
FWP63.7  OD XI/A, East 1: section (top) through the central lynchet overlying post-holes and Gully 1 of Building 1. Layers 1 and 2 represent cultivation in the first–second century AD within a field boundary marked by the sarsen stone on their left. PHs 1, 3 and 4 are interpreted as marking a fence against which the lower part of the lynchet (layers 39, 15) accumulated in Early Iron Age. Gully 1 is shown obliquely but in true cross-section bottom right located by ‘N-S’ lower left on Figure FWP63.14, PH 2 is inside Building 2
FWP63.9  OD XI: plan along the central lynchet showing the underlying post-holes on areas A and B, interpreted as those of a fence originally bounding the field succeeding the settlement. For location, see Figure FWP63.3
FWP63.10  OD XI/B, cuttings M, N and W at the junction of prehistoric lynchets showing the pot, post-holes and stakeholes, and ard-marks in the Chalk surface beneath the lynchets. For location, see Figure FWP63.3
FWP63.11  OD XI/B: cuttings N, M and W: schematic outline of possible Late Bronze Age circular building underneath two lynchets
FWP63.12  OD XI/B and C: sections (arrowed on Figure FWP63.9) of central and related lynchets and post-holes. Top left, section through lynchet at north end of cutting N showing accumulation of plough-soils against ‘fence-line’ represented by PH I. Top right, lynchet section with underlying PHs 27 and 29 between cutting N and M. Centre, sections of post-holes beneath the lynchets, with PHs 3, 45, 66 and 72
potentially of an Late Bronze Age structure, Figure FWP63.11. Bottom left, section through lynchet at south end of cutting M with Roman boundary stones prominent; and bottom right, similar section through the lynchet at site X/C to the south. For locations, see Figure FWP63.3

FWP63.14 ODXI/A: Beaker accompanying Burial IB

FWP63.16 East 1: plan of ‘Pits’ 9 and 10, actually post-holes possibly indicating a six-post structure on the north side of Building 1

FWP63.17 East 1: sections of Pits 2, 5, 6A, 7, 8 and 10; with plans of P5 showing its sarsen packing, P8 showing articulated ox-leg and vertebrae, and P10 showing its sarsen-stone packing as if it were a post-hole. For location, Figure FWP63.15

FWP63.18 East 1, 2 and 3: sections of hearths respectively inside Building 1 (Hearth 1 left), and Buildings 3 and 4 (Hearth 1 and 2, right, overlying PH 26 and PH 27). For location, see Figure FWP63.15

FWP63.20 East 3: intersection of Gullies 6 and 8 in plan and section, Y–X. For location, see Figure FWP63.19

FWP63.21 East 2 and 3: sections of Pits 13, 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23. The two plans of Pit 20 respectively show (Plan 1) the pit filling at level A–B with an ox-skull and (Plan 2) the underlying flint and sarsen ‘platform’ in a clay matrix (layer 26)

FWP63.23 Cutting South 1: Building 4, sections of Gully 1. For locations, see Figure 22

FWP63.24 South 1: Building 4, sections of Pits 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 11. For locations, see Figure 22

FWP63.25 South 1: section south–north on Figure FWP63.23 across Building 4, south western quadrant, here represented by Gully 1 in outline cut into the underlying fillings of numerous features collectively labelled ‘working hollows’. For graphic conventions, see Figure FWP63.4

FWP63.27 OD XI: sections of selected post-holes from the whole site

FWP63.28 ODXI/A: plan of ard-marks as recorded over the whole area, with selected, underlying features shown in broken outline for locational purposes only cf Figure FWP63.26

FWP63.29 Graphic analysis of ard-marks in Figure FWP63.28 to demonstrate geometrical evidence for at least three different sets of criss-cross patterns etched into the surface of the Chalk. Set ‘a’ is parallel to and square-on to the axis of the field as represented by the fence-line under the lynchet; sets ‘b’ and ‘c’ include the ard-marks showing the greatest deviation from ‘a’, respectively to the west and to the east

FWP63.30 OD X/4: plan and south west–north east section across the ditch and an area inside it on the north of the enclosure. Details of the ditch section are on Figure FWP63.31. The internal area shows a ‘blank zone’, interpreted as the site of the bank, and, inside that, settlement features. For location, see Figure FWP63.3

FWP63.31 OD X/XI: sections across the settlement enclosure ditch. For locations, see Figure FWP63.3

FWP63.33 Copper alloy and iron objects

FWP63.34 Worked and utilised stone

FWP63.35 Pottery

FWP63.37 Objects of fired clay, glass, bone and antler